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OFFICIAL 

The emerging Murray River flooding event in the Riverland and surrouding areas is likely to 
cause significant damage to domestic property and various Government assets and 
infrastructure.  

In order to provide guidance to Government Agencies on the insurance cover provided by SAFA and 
the claims process as a result of this event the following information is provided. 

What is covered by SAFA? 
 
Flood is covered under the Agency Agreement. 
 
Your Agency is covered up to the limit of your property declared values and a claim is subject your 
relevant Agency deductible. 
 
Property Cover 

Your declared assets are covered for: 

 Replacement of, or repair to, damaged buildings and infrastructure  
 Replacement/repair of contents, plant and equipment 
 Demolition of damaged property  
 Removal of debris, drying of water affected areas and site clearing/cleaning 
 
Business Interruption/Consequential Loss Cover 
 
If you have opted to insure for Business Interruption cover, your Agency is covered for: 
 
 Loss of Revenue suffered as a result of damaged property 
 Additional increased costs of working (AICOW) are additional costs incurred by your Agency 

following loss or damage to property in order to maintain normal operations. Examples of such 
costs are:  

 the costs involved in setting up a temporary office to maintain services to the public 
 hire of temporary plant and/or equipment 
 temporary employment of additional staff 

 
In addition, extensions to cover are provided for Public Utilities/Prevention of Access.  
 
Public Utilities 
This provides cover to your Agency in the event that it suffers losses as a result of interruption or 
interference to your activities due to loss, damage or destruction of property belonging to (or under 
the control of) public utilities suppliers such as communication services, data transmission networks, 
computer installations, electricity, gas, water or sewerage. 



 

Prevention of Access 
In the circumstances where you are prevented from accessing your Agency’s property due to damage 
or destruction belonging to another third party, cover is also provided as though it was your Agency’s 
property that was damaged.  
 
(E.g. Road owned by Council cut off by flood prevents access to your insured property meaning your 
Agency is unable to perform its activities)  
 
Under these extensions, the losses will be treated as losses resulting from loss, damage or 
destruction of an Agency’s declared property (even though it has not been damaged). 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
As this event slowly emerges claims are likely to arise, however losses may not be apparent until 
water levels subside which could be for many months after water inundates an insured property.  
 
Agencies have an obligation to mitigate damage wherever possible, including before, during and after 
a loss occurs. SAFA recommends undertaking all possible mitigation strategies, such as sandbagging 
and/or moving contents or other equipment to alternate locations to prevent damage.  
 
Costs to mitigate damage are not covered by SAFA. 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

Where a loss has occurred, SAFA recommends the following: 

 Agencies create and maintain a separate, dedicated ledger account (or account code) for 
all costs and expenses attributable to the claim.  

 Collate and keep all documentation in relation to any losses, for example: 
- Photographs of damaged/destroyed property 
- Spreadsheets itemising assets impacted and the estimated cost 
- Internal communications regarding details of damage 
- Copies of quotes or invoices 

SAFA’s Claims Manager is the initial contact for claims and will be coordinating claims and loss 
adjuster assessments where required. Contact details are as below: 

Jane Hart, Claims Manager 
Phone: (08) 8429 0391 
Mobile: 0428 069 542  
Email: jane.hart@sa.gov.au 

 
For further information regarding the scope of SAFA’s insurance coverage please contact: 

Tianna Easther, Manager Insurance Services 
Phone: (08) 8522 0870 
Email: tianna.easther@sa.gov.au 


